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Ahhh haaa…so you want to be able to have a heart-to-heart, sex-talk with a 
woman that will lead her to ripping your clothes off and have you giving 
her a joy-ride in heaven.

When I mean “a woman”, I’m referring to somebody who you’re not 
involved with romantically, like a wife or girlfriend or a woman you’re 
already had sex with…nope, because that will be easy.

I’m talking about talking sexually to women you just met or know and 
want to get with.

“Alright Mr. Gabriel…how do you do this?”

Alright man, there are many ways to do this. You just have to transition 
from whatever the topic the conversation is “very gingerly” into sexual 
territory.
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Ask yourself, “How can I use the current, conversational-topic to transition to  
talk about sex?”

There is always some little innocent trigger-words in the conversation that 
you can heat it up sexually.

For examples:

From talking about shopping to shoe. From shoe to sexy shoe. From sexy 
shoe to making women feel sexy. From feeling sexy to sex…

“Why do women want to feel sexy when they go out? Are they looking for sex  
that’s why they want to feel sexy? They should only want to feel sexy when  
they’re having sex…but they don’t wear sexy shoes when they have sex. Let me  
guess you wear shoes when you have sex.”

From talking about what you do for fun to favorite hobby. To talking about 
favorite hobby to being the best feeling in the world…better than sex. From 
better than sex to how sex is more a workout than anything else…

“There is no better feeling in the world than surfing. Once you start standing up  
on the surfboard…it’s the best feeling in the world…better than sex. It’s like  
having a 10 seconds orgasm when riding the waves for 10 seconds. Sex on the  
other hand is more a workout…surfing on the other hand is pure a adrenaline joy-
ride. If you thought sex was amazing…should totally check out surfing.”

(HINT: Use the word “sexy” more to describes thing in your conversation, 
this will implant the visualization of sex in her mind, and talk about sex in 
the 3rd person and not directly at her.)
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Heat Up Sexual Conversation with Obviousation

I’ve talked before about how to get girls you just met to talk about sex in 
a playful-humorous way with made-up hypothetical scenarios using 
sexual role-playing leading to successful seduction.

Now another way you can do this is by using “obviousation” (the power of  
being obvious and calling stuffs out), and just being obvious and real about 
this sensitive, subject-matter but in an informative-way.

By talking about sex this way, you’re being much more mature and 
genuine if trying to build a connection with the woman (if you want to got  
this route of course)….contrasted to using playful-humor where it’s all fun 
and game.

Obviousation is a very powerful useful social structure. You can use 
obviousation to break awkward silence, approach women, and disarm 
girls’ bitch shield to creating rapid-fire rapport for instant connection.

In using obviousation, you can easily get women to start talking about sex, 
without it sounding too creepy because she already has that impression 
that you get to the real heart of the matter non-judgmentally and that 
you’re easily comfortable with human sexuality, and also she can learn a
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thing or 2 from you; hence, already bypassing a lot of the prior barriers 
that would prevent you 2 from getting to such topic…making it ok to talk 
about sex.

I used obviousation to get women to start talking about sex and 
masturbation, making it sound almost too ok and natural.

Usually, I will ask a woman, “What do you do?”

If you responds with some like a doctor, lawyer, accountant, teacher, I 
would say, “Oh wow, so what you do, you always have to keep an image of  
professionalism for your reputation. You’re really not quite free to do what you  
really want? Right?”

If she says something out of the normal that doesn’t require 
professionalism, like artist, painter, musician, photographer, writer, I 
would say…

“Oh so you don’t have one of those jobs that require professionalism? That was  
one of the reason why I initially thought I wanted to be one those wealthy Wall  
Street banker…living in fancy condo, limo-ride to 5-stars restaurants every night,  
and sniffing coke off of strippers’ tits every weekend and hoping nobody recognizes  
me…but there is always this sense of professionalism and dignity we have to  
maintain, not only at work but at home. If any words of our inappropriateness got  
out, we could put our job on jeopardy. We can’t have any scandal. If we just have  
a friendly conversation with another girl, they would accuse us of scandal. I mean  
you hear about these politicians all the time, and everything they do is considered  
scandalous because they all a certain expectation and standard to withhold and  
live up to. I mean look at Tiger Wood…if that were Tommy Lee, it would be ok  
and perfectly normal. It’s not easy because our natural animal instinct desire kicks  
in once in awhile, and all we do is suppress it. So now we’re here… so let’s  
abandon all of that world for tonight.”
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If you BOTH do happen to have occupations that require professionalism, 
just say you know how her world is and can relate to her, so that is a 
commonality.

If you’re the one who have the professional job and she doesn’t, just say 
in a joking way just because you have a job that requires professionalism, 
you shouldn’t even be talking to her because that might be interpreted as a 
scandal, and say she is trouble and you should stay away from her. Even if 
you were to say to a female-coworker, “You’re beautiful,” that can be taken 
the wrong way as sexual-harassment.

From here, you skipped and bypassed a lot of barriers and admitted the 
obvious truth in each of your world. Now say, “You know there are certain  
topics we can’t never talk about to other people when we are in those kinds of  
jobs.”
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She will respond…

Now just come off the bat and say, “You know let’s talk about sex. Look I  
understand if you’re uncomfortable and feel as though you’re continuously have  
to maintain your professionalism 24/7 even out in a bar, afraid your boss and  
everybody is going to find out.” :)

If she can’t handle it and refuse just say, “Now we’re all grown-ups here. I’m  
surprised you’re being so immature about it….you’re a grown woman, not some  
teen who acts innocent and disgusted about sex, but behind closed door get all  
excited…but I totally understand.”

Now it doesn’t have to revolve around what she does. Just talk about what 
it’s like for her being in a female’s world:

“I mean you know what mean…you’re a girl and you have certain and more  
expectations and standards you have to withhold and live up to than guys…like  
maintaining a good girl image in public, and all you’re really doing is suppressing  
it until it explodes…but behind the closed-door scene, you let that bad girl out.”
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From Sexual Conversation to Seduction to Sex

Overall, you’re being obvious and getting real into the heart of the matter, 
admitting stuffs that are so true yet never brought up, and you’re the rare 
one that actually does it.

When you’re comfortable and confident being the man leading the 
conversation to the sexual arena, the woman will follow suit thanking you 
she doesn’t have to hide and be more of herself because women are sexual-
creatures, more so than men, and you will be rewarded for it.
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Hope you have enjoyed this.  Remember please feel free to pass this along 
to anybody you like.

Gabriel
http://www.socialnatural.com

P.S.  If you ever have any question, send them to me at 
askgabriel@socialnatural.com.  I'll be sure to read them.
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